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Accommodation Playitas Aparthotel
Playitas Aparthotel has 114 studios and 96 apartments distributed over seven individual buildings. It is the perfect choice for families and friends.




Accommodation Playitas Hotel
Playitas Hotel has 167 double rooms, 52 junior suites and 4 pool suites. It is a heaven of wellbeing and peacefulness, ideal for single guests and couples who want to enjoy nature, relaxation, tranquillity and sports.




Accommodation Playitas Villas
Playitas Villas is the ideal place for an exclusive holiday. The 24 villas are set in a natural, tranquil environment close to the golf course and are the best choice for an unforgettable holiday.
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what the mind believes.




Playitas For Triathletes


	
	50M Olympic Pool

        
	
	
	Well Kept Cycling Roads

        
	
	
	Multiple Running Routes

        
	




facilityOlympic Pool
The heated eight-lane, 50m Olympic Pool at Playitas Resort features top of the range technology and all the necessary equipment for outdoor training and professional competitions throughout the year. The water temperature is between 25°C and 26°C all year round.




facilitythe sport zone - Multipurpose Court 
Discover challenging outdoor workouts at the sport zone, while enjoying the sun of Fuerteventura on your skin and inhaling the mild ocean breeze!
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facilityCycle Centre
Looking for a rental? Choose your personal favorite out of over 250 top notch bikes at our Cycle Centre. Our experienced staff is always there to support you in case of technical problems and can suggest the most exciting cycling routes on Fuerteventura.


Please note that the bike rental service is available only for the guests staying at Playitas Resort.
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facilityClimbing Wall
Get ready to enjoy and continue your training on our climbing wall that offers several different levels of difficulty.
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"A healthy outside starts from the inside."



Find more events in the Weekly Programme and Themed Weeks section.
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